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Is this book for programmers?  Written specifically for  graphic designers and production artists already comfortable working  with Adobe InDesign, this book teaches you how to automate publishing  without learning a lot of scary code. XML simplifies the process of  moving content in and out of your layouts and can speed up any print or  Web assignment.
 
 Why should I care about XML? If you’re  managing data-intensive layout projects, and you want to keep that data  consistent, accurate, and up-to-date, then incorporating XML can help.  You can also use XML to automate processes like importing text and  large numbers of graphics into a layout, or repurposing content from  one application to another. Do I need additional plug-ins or special  software? You need only the powerful features built into InDesign CS2  or CS3 to use this book.
 
 How will I learn XML? This  guide includes nine easy-to-follow projects with downloadable support  files. With these hands-on tutorials, you will learn XML in context. By  the final project, XML will no longer be a mystery, but a powerful tool  you can use to support your company or clients.
 
 These real-world projects will teach you:
  l Business cards: Create a structured layout in InDesign and then  import XML. Format text automatically and flow the text into multiple  examples.
 l Product catalog: Learn how to import XML data into a structured layout using nested styles and cloned text.
  l Direct mail and variable data printing: Use XML and InDesign to  create sophisticated direct mail pieces without costly plug-ins or  third-party software.
 l Magazine and newspaper: Build and export magazine-style publications for online distribution.
  l Web: Transform XML into XHTML to incorporate directly into your Web  pages, or use Cascading Style Sheets to instantly format your exported  XML.
     
About the Author
   
James J. Maivald, owner of Desktop Design, is a graphic  designer and artist with 20 years of experience in publishing and  production. He has written courseware on Adobe Photoshop and other  graphic design programs, as well as dozens of articles for national  magazines on electronic publishing and production. He leads seminars  and training on InDesign and XML for individuals and Fortune 500  companies. An Adobe Certified Expert (ACE) and Adobe Certified  Instructor (ACI) in InDesign and Dreamweaver, Jim is also the  coordinator for the InDesign User Group of Chicago.
 
 Cathy Palmer is  an award-winning graphic designer and owner of Digital Design Tools.  She has worked in both the design and production sides of print  publishing for over 20 years and provides seminars and training on  InDesign and XML. Cathy is an Adobe Certified Expert (ACE) in InDesign  and InCopy, and coordinator for the InDesign User Group of Milwaukee.
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Advanced Animation and Rendering TechniquesAddison Wesley, 1992
Dealing with state-of-the-art techniques in rendering and animation, this text provides a unique synthesis of advanced techniques not previously available in one coherent source.

Features
	contains a wealth of practical implementation detail includes practical algorithms backed up by details of their...
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Command Line Fundamentals: Learn to use the Unix command-line tools and Bash shell scriptingPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Master shell basics and Unix tools and discover easy commands to perform complex tasks with speed 

	
		Key Features

		
			Learn why the Bash shell is widely used on Linux and iOS
	
			Explore advanced shell concepts, such as pipes and redirection
	
			Understand how to use...
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Mechanics and Strength of MaterialsSpringer, 2005

	This textbook gives a clear and thorough presentation of the fundamental principles of mechanics and strength of materials. It provides both the theory and applications of mechanics of materials on an intermediate theoretical level, ranging from the mechanical properties of materials through the effects of axial load, torsion, bending, and...
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Learning Classifier Systems: 11th International Workshop, IWLCS 2008Springer, 2011

	Learning Classifier Systems (LCS) constitute a fascinating concept at the intersection of machine learning and evolutionary computation. LCS’s genetic search, generally in combination with reinforcement learning techniques, can be applied to both temporal and spatial problem-solving and promotes powerful search in a wide variety of...
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IBM Cognos 8 PlanningPackt Publishing, 2009
Business planning is no longer just about defining goals, identifying critical issues, and then mapping out strategies. In today's dynamic and highly competitive business environment, companies with complex business models want their abstract strategies turned into discrete, executable plans. They want information from the field to reach decision...
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Water: The Shocking Truth That can Save Your LifeBragg Health Sciences, 2004
This book tells you the shocking truth about what is in our drinking water.     

       Your existence on earth depends on WATER!  Please do not take it for granted!  This book gives you an education on the type, amount and value of the perfect water to drink that will work to keep you in good health.

This Book Was Written to...
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